
User Guide
Gate/Peak/AVG: Establishes limit/ expand ratios. This switch sets the Audio 
detection circuit to respond as a fast peak detector or an averaging linear 
integration circuit. 

Limit/Out/Expand: switch establishes the fundamental mode for use. Limit 
equates to gain reduction caused by signals increasing over the threshold. 
Expand is where gain reduction occurs when signals decrease below the 
threshold; the limiting and expansion ratios are determined by the Gate 
/Peak/AVG switch.

Threshold:  Variable settings between  -40dBv to + 20dBv.  Threshold is 
defined as the signal level which is below the threshold and the device does 
nothing  and above this level where the device performs gain reduction 
based off of its ratio setting;  the Threshold determines the signal level 
above which Limiting occurs or where expanding action begins. This level 
also determines the point where ducking or gating can occur. 

Release:  Using a proprietary circuit known as Anticipatory Release Compu-
tation, This circuit has the ability to anticipate conditions that would cause 
wave modulation or excessive pumping. When these artifacts are introduced 
a correction factor is sent to the release circuit to prevent unwanted artifacts. 
RELEASE Time = 50ms to 5 seconds /20dB

Range:This control places a limit upon the maximum gain reduction most 
popular with EXPANding, Ducking  or GATing modes.- it varies from 0dB no 
gain reduction to -60db possible gain reduction.

Output:The proprietary VCA structure in the dynamite overcomes the 
common issues of audio distortion, high noise levels and non linear 
control/gain relationships found in many standard Optical and FET devices. 
The levels are -15dBv to +15dBv.

I/O for sidechain, keying, ducking, de-ess, envelope following, inverse 
envelope following, range controlled negative limiting, etc.

The Internal / FM-ds / External switch determines the source of the signal 
fed into the audio detection circuit.
Int – conventional signal input to output - this is the most popular 
  configuration for limiting and expanding techniques.
FM-ds mode allows the input signal to be passed through to an equalizer 
  circuit having a 6dB/ octave boost above 2KHz. (this characteristic is a 
  requisite for FM broadcast use)
  This mode can produce an excellent de-essing action.
EXT- the detector is connected to an external signal; this allows for the basic 
  connection for Keying and Ducking effects.
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